Early theorists of online networks likened the emerging terrain of cyberspace to the democratic underpinnings of Jürgen Habermas"s conception of the bourgeois public sphere.
2 virtual living room, telephone and mailbox -the spaces of public accessibility and private retreat that act as conditions of contemporary social belonging. CyberMonk thus emulated the men of limited means who employed eighteenth-century coffeehouses as stages upon which to cut a "good figure," establishing themselves in sociable spaces that belied their often humble domestic situations. 8 Members of online communities do not share the spatial and corporeal proximity enabled by the eighteenth-century coffeehouse, within which individuals" enactment of citizenship was performatively instantiated and embodied. Like their Enlightenment counterparts, however, the group identities of online communities are constituted by a common engagement with and production of a range of circulating texts, through which discursive communities are instantiated.
Writing in 1997, Mark Poster emphasised the egalitarian possibilities of multi-user online domains, their online environments purged of the diacritical markers of the embodied world:
Even in cyberspace, asymmetries emerge which could be termed "political inequalities." Yet the salient characteristic of Internet community is the diminution of prevailing hierarchies of race, class and especially gender. What appears in the embodied world as irreducible hierarchy plays a lesser role in the cyberspace of MOOs [a form of multi-user domain]. And, as a result, the relation of cyberspace to material human geographies is decidedly one of rupture and challenge. 
I
Historians have long questioned the putative inclusivity of the eighteenth-century public sphere, observing the extent to which the gendered division of the public and private realms excluded women from participating in periodical print culture and coffeehouse sociability. 14 Joan B. Landes notes that the distinction separating the public sphere from the market and family deemed a broad range of topics associated with female discourse as "private" and thus ineligible for discussion within the rational-critical sphere. 15 In Landes"s influential formulation, the eighteenth-century public sphere was therefore "essentially, not just contingently, masculinist." 16 As Deborah Heller has argued, however, the Bluestocking salons convened between 1750 and 1780 demonstrate the central role of select women within the field of "intellectual sociability" more traditionally gendered as masculine. The term "Bluestocking" describes the female-centred social and intellectual circles that formed in Britain around genteel hostesses including Elizabeth Vesey, Frances 21 In response to the excesses of contemporary fashion, Bluestocking gatherings set aside the modish pastimes of gambling, card-playing and courtly wit, instead emphasising elegant conversation and reciprocal intellectual exchange on topics of cultural substance. 22 Montagu"s 1765 account of the "bluestocking doctrine" of "rational conversation" recalled the language and sentiments of Milton"s concept of "rational delight," 23 in which relations between the sexes are secured by the reciprocal exchange manifest in "meet and happy conversation." 24 The putative inclusivity of the Habermasian public sphere is reflected in the etymology of the term "Bluestocking". First employed in the seventeenth century to describe the sober dress of the members of Cromwell"s Little Parliament, 27 its eighteenth-century usage was held to derive from Vesey"s 1756 assurance that naturalist Benjamin Stillingfleet was welcome at her salon in inexpensive blue worsted stockings, rather than the white silk customary for evening wear. 28 Bluestocking networks were thereby distinguished from the court system and its associated patronage networks, advocating informality and a limited form of meritocracy through which upper-and middle-class professionals could advance socially and materially. 29 Bluestockings such as Montagu nonetheless distanced themselves from both the supposed ""superstition," fecklessness, and improvidence" of the labouring classes and the consumer culture of the emerging middling ranks, reasserting their discursively-marked class identity as fashionable consumption threatened to obfuscate social distinctions. 30 The anti-Whig satire The Female Jockey Club accordingly described the Bluestockings as seeking to establish "an Aristocracy in the republic of letters," satirising their fusion of literary and class identity in observing, "Vanity, or rather a consciousness of the just deference due to their rank and fortune, encouraged them to hope that they should soon be able to pluck from plebeian brows the laurels and the bays." which their participation in the literary public sphere rendered them potential targets of gendered social opprobrium. 47 They were accordingly unforgiving in their judgment of the widowed Hester Thrale"s 1784 marriage to Gabriel Piozzi, an Italian
Catholic who had formerly served as music master to Thrale"s daughter, Queeney.
As Montagu wrote to Vesey in July 1784:
Mrs Thrale"s marriage has taken such horrible possession of my mind I cannot advert to any other subject. I am sorry and feel the worst kind of sorrow that which is blended with shame. Sorrow lies in state on the tomb of the Dead, in the region of melancholy, it preserves a certain dignity & fears not to meet ye eye which casts a look of pity on it, but when one laments or weeps over the disgrace of a Friend better are ye sensations & as ye causes of ones grief is an object of contempt and scorn one cannot disturb then the heart by communicating its sufferings but shuts it up with all its poisonous and baleful qualities.
48
Montagu ascribes to Thrale a dishonourable lack of sexual continence, distinguishing between the dignified and properly public solemnity elicited by the fall of an equal and the contaminating and privatised shame of witnessing that of "an object of contempt and scorn." Describing herself as fixated upon Thrale"s situation, she employs the rhetorical trope of paralepsis to convey her "uncommunicable" 56 The tension between the theoretical openness and actual constraints of Bluestocking sociability might thus be seen to be mirrored by the tension between the public propriety and private particularity of Bluestocking intimacies, through which the Blues authorised their participation in the Habermasian public through the exclusion of bodily and affective particularity. Prejudice was central to the "Austenmania" of the mid-1990s. 58 Featuring a voluptuously radiant Elizabeth and a smouldering Darcy in tight-fitting breeches,
Davies" adaptation brought to light the sexual tension between this sparring pair by foregrounding the erotised bodies beneath their "posh tight restricting clothes," a frisson augmented by the pair"s off-screen relationship during filming. 59 Inverting Laura Mulvey"s account of the camera"s male gaze, the production rendered Colin
Firth"s Darcy a cinematic object, lingering on him loosening his cravat, naked in the bathtub, and "wet and tousled" in the famous pond-diving scene. 60 Lyme Park, the Austen herself, her account (to Cassandra?) of the evening"s cramped "carriages"
and "middling" gowns underscoring the unexpected convergence of earlynineteenth-and late-twentieth-century sociability. 
69
The evangelical zeal here expressed is nonetheless manifested highly selectively, the site"s class constraints working as did the Bluestockings"s social proprieties to contain the affective intensities of their alternative polity. In contrast to contemporary scholarly practice, The Republic of Pemberley operates as a space where "enjoyment rather than hermeneutic mastery is assumed to be the reward of reading, where reading is sociable rather than solitary, and where the stuff of erudition itself seems so different." 70 The site"s Frequently Asked Questions declare that "All kinds" of people are welcome to post on Pemberley"s various forums and lists, which include discussion boards devoted to each of Austen"s six major novels, boards focused on the juvenilia and unfinished works dubbed "Austenuations", . 79 Elsewhere, however, The Republic enjoins its users to use their own names and introduce themselves on a central roll of citizenry. As its introduction avers, "We know, we know. That"s odd for the net, but we find we"re not like the rest of the net in many respects. We find it keeps things friendly, civil and accountable when people can"t hide behind aliases." 80 The performatively constituted selves instantiated through online sociability are thereby dismissed as masks adopted solely to obscure an individual"s "true" identity, a form the turbulent period of their genesis. 85 The putatively limited scope of Austen"s novels has long been held to be restorative in nature. In July 1819, Lady Eleanor
Butler, the elder of the famed "Ladies of Llangollen", received a request from an ailing friend to borrow "Emma & any other light reading", such literary tonic figured as integral elements of her convalescence. 86 Christopher Kent notes that Austen"s novels were similarly recommended to British veterans suffering shell-shock in the aftermath of the First World War, 87 reiterating the belief that her works "provided a refuge for the sensitive when the contemporary world grew too much for them." [B]y subtle, yet consciously undertaken means, we exude a bit of an attitude, which could be characterized as polite with a bite. We miraculously manage, even within this odd framework, to remain one of the most civil places on the internet, a distinction we prize, but one which is cultivated through an emulation of Jane Austen"s own honest, moral and forthright ways, as opposed to sprinkling artificial sweeteners on our words. This attitude weeds out some people, and that"s what we intend.
The Austen evoked here is less the subversively detached critic described by D. W.
Harding than the feminine ironist influentially celebrated by F. R. Leavis Bennet and Emma Woodhouse, the former whose forthrightness and physicality threaten to render her a monitory example, and the latter whose rudeness to Miss
Bates is described by her future husband as derogating the genteel graciousness befitting her superior social position. 93 The ideal Pemberlean is thus the morally chastened figure Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick terms "a Girl Being Taught a Lesson", who is disabused of her initial foibles and raised to heteronormative womanhood through the imitation of Austen"s textual examples. 94 Such is the importance of decorum that Pemberley"s residents are not seen to exhibit the high-handedness characterising Montagu"s dismissal of Yearsley. Importantly, however, potential "I am really not tired, which I almost wonder at; for we must have walked at least a mile in this wood. Do not you think we have?" "Not half a mile," was his sturdy answer; for he was not yet so much in love as to measure distance, or reckon time, with feminine lawlessness. 101 In citing this arch observation, couched in the ambivalent guise of Austen"s free indirect discourse, the T-shirt gestures towards identifying Austen with the commercialised sex-positivity of third-wave feminism, in which Mary Crawford, characterised by a social mobility and worldliness that allows her to archly reference naval sodomy, seems a more likely contemporary icon than the pious "creepmouse"
Fanny Price. 102 The tension between this evocation of gendered transgression and its playful sartorial medium might be seen to be quintessentially camp, as might the conflict between its apparent iconoclasm and the social capital required to appreciate fully its highly literary humour. Moe Meyer defines camp as the queering of mainstream style, his grounding of camp in a performative model of subjectivity foregrounding its relationship to the deconstruction of sexual identity enacted by the concept of queer. 103 Meyer"s polemical claim that all camp is queer might be here endorsed by the appropriation of Austen, figured as exhaustively embodied by the conservative courtship narratives of England"s landed green core, as a signifier of feminist rebellion. 104 The potential queerness of this sartorial offering is nevertheless juxtaposed against the emphatic normativity of T-shirts declaring their wearers" aspirations to be "Mrs Darcy" or "Mrs Tilney" (in addition to the boast "I married my
Mr Darcy"), as they are by "Elizabeth" and "Darcy" T-shirts and notebooks, the 
